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Abstract
The malignancy of lung nodules is most often detected by analyzing changes of 
the nodule diameter in follow-up scans. A recent study showed that comparing 
the volume or the mass of a nodule over time is much more significant than 
comparing the diameter. Since the survival rate is higher when the disease 
is still in an early stage it is important to detect the growth rate as soon as 
possible. However manual segmentation of a volume is time-consuming. 
Whereas there are several well evaluated methods for the segmentation of 
solid nodules, less work is done on subsolid nodules which actually show 
a higher malignancy rate than solid nodules. In this work we present a fast, 
semi-automatic method for segmentation of subsolid nodules.

As minimal user interaction the method expects a user-drawn stroke on 
the largest diameter of the nodule. First, a threshold-based region growing is 
performed based on intensity analysis of the nodule region and surrounding 
parenchyma. In the next step the chest wall is removed by a combination of a 
connected component analyses and convex hull calculation. Finally, attached 
vessels are detached by morphological operations.

The method was evaluated on all nodules of the publicly available 
LIDC/IDRI database that were manually segmented and rated as non-
solid or part-solid by four radiologists (Dataset 1) and three radiologists 
(Dataset 2). For these 59 nodules the Jaccard index for the agreement of the 
proposed method with the manual reference segmentations was 0.52/0.50 
(Dataset 1/Dataset 2) compared to an inter-observer agreement of the 
manual segmentations of 0.54/0.58 (Dataset 1/Dataset 2). Furthermore, the 
inter-observer agreement using the proposed method (i.e. different input 
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strokes) was analyzed and gave a Jaccard index of 0.74/0.74 (Dataset 1/
Dataset 2).

The presented method provides satisfactory segmentation results with 
minimal observer effort in minimal time and can reduce the inter-observer 
variability for segmentation of subsolid nodules in clinical routine.

Keywords: subsolid nodule, image segmentation, lung

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Lung cancer is the most deadly cancer and one of the most common cancers in both men and 
women. At present, the 5 year survival rate for all stages combined is only 16% . When the 
disease is still in an early stage, the 5 year survival rate increases to 52% (American Cancer 
Society 2012). However, only 15% of all cancers diagnosed are in early stage. Therefore, early 
detection of lung cancer is of major importance to reduce lung cancer mortality.

Lung nodules are small lesions in the lung which potentially represent early-stage lung 
cancer. Nodules are divided into solid and subsolid nodules based on their appearance on a CT 
examination (Hansell et al 2008). Most nodules are solid and the remaining subsolid nodules 
are either non-solid, also called ground glass nodule (GGN), or part-solid. Solid nodules are 
comparatively easy to detect since the contrast to the surrounding lung parenchyma is high. 
The detection of subsolid nodules is more challenging because their intensities are usually 
only a little higher than the healthy lung parenchyma. In addition, part-solid nodules show a 
strong heterogeneous texture. Henschke et al (2002) presented that 81% of the 233 baseline 
scans with positive findings from the Early Lung Cancer Project (ELCAP) showed solid nod-
ules. The remaining 19% of the positive findings were subsolid nodules which illustrates that 
subsolid nodules are less common. However, the study presented a significantly higher malig-
nancy rate of 34% for subsolid nodules compared to only 7% for solid nodules. Consequently, 
about half of all cancers (52%) which were found in these 233 positive instances originated 
from subsolid nodules. The malignancy of a subsolid nodule is detected by follow-up exami-
nations that analyze changes in size and the development of a solid core (de Hoop et al 2010). 
At present, the nodule size is usually measured by the largest diameter in an axial slice in 
clinical routine. However, de Hoop et al (2010) showed that the significance of the diameter 
regarding the increase of the nodule size is low compared to other metrics such as volume and 
mass. In their study on follow-up scans of malignant non-solid nodules the diameter increased 
by 53%, the volume by 202%, and the mass by 254% on average. The mass of a nodule is 
defined as the product of the volume and the density. Since a manual segmentation of a nod-
ule in all slices takes 5–10 min (de Hoop et al 2010), the development of a reliable and fast 
semi-automatic segmentation method is important to introduce volume or mass as standard 
measurements in clinical routine.

There are several approaches for segmentation of solid nodules in literature, e.g. Dehmeshki 
et al (2008), Kostis et al (2003), Kuhnigk et al (2006) and Moltz et al (2009). Most of  
them fail for subsolid nodules. Figure 1 illustrates the performance of the method provided in 
Kuhnigk et al (2006) for the segmentation of two subsolid nodules. Comparing to the refer-
ence segmentations it is obvious that the segmentation results are much too small.

There are a few publications about segmentation methods for subsolid nodules. Zhu  
et al (2012) and Zhang et al (2005) presented approaches to segment ground glass opacities 
in the lung based on Markov random field theory. Kubota et al (2011) published a method to 
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segment nodules of various densities by a hybrid approach composed of a Euclidean distance 
transform, region growing, and convex hull calculation. Tao et al (2009) proposed a multi-
level learning-based framework for detection and segmentation of ground glass nodules. 
Tachibana and Kido (2006) presented a segmentation method for nodules with ground-glass 
opacity based on multiple fixed-thresholds, template-matching, a distance-transformation, 
and a watershed method.

The methods published so far show several drawbacks. Most of the previously published 
methods were evaluated on small sets of data which are not publicly available except for the 
LIDC cases used in Kubota et al (2011) and Tachibana and Kido (2006). However, these 
LIDC cases are from an older and much smaller database provided by LIDC compared to the 
large database that was published by LIDC/IDRI (Armato et al 2011). In Tachibana and Kido 
(2006) a set of 23 LIDC nodules and in Kubota et al (2011) two sets, one with 23 and the 
other one with 82 LIDC nodules were considered, but these sets mainly contain solid nodules 
and only a few subsolid nodules. In Zhang et al (2005) a set of 21 nodules from 8 scans was 
used for evaluation. Subsets of the LIDC dataset were used for evaluation in several publica-
tions. Most of these publications present segmentation approaches not specified for subsolid 
nodules. Thus non of them used a subset containing only subsolid nodules. Table 1 shows an 
overview of publications that included LIDC data for evaluation.

The methods presented in Zhu et al (2012) and Kubota et al (2011) are the only methods 
published in a peer-reviewed journal. However, the method presented in Zhu et al (2012) only 
detects ground glass opacity regions, not nodules and performs a 2D segmentation instead 
of volumetric calculation. The method presented in Kubota et al (2011) requires an average 
segmentation time of 3.8 s for one nodule, with outliers up to 14.05 and 21.24 s. Diciotti et al 
(2010) performed an estimation of lung nodule size by analyzing the Laplacian of Gaussian 
(LoG) scale-space. In their work they show that estimation of nodule size is possible without 
prior segmentation of the nodule.

In this work a fast semi-automatic volumetric segmentation method for subsolid lung 
lesions with minimal observer interaction is presented. The method was evaluated on all 

Figure 1. Illustration of the performance of a method developed for segmentation 
of solid nodules (Kuhnigk et al 2006) on two subsolid nodules. (a) and (b) show a 
zoomed in axial slice of two different subsolid nodules taken from the LIDC/
IDRI database (Armato et al 2011). The green, blue, yellow, and cyan contours are 
reference segmentations provided by LIDC/IDRI, the pink dotted contour provides the 
segmentation result produced by the solid nodule segmentation method. (a) LIDC/IDRI 
case 75-1. (b) LIDC/IDRI case 938-1.

(a) (b)
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subsolid nodules from the publicly available LIDC/IDRI database (Armato et al 2011) for 
which a majority of observers rated the nodule as subsolid. Throughout the paper the follow-
ing notation for nodules is used: Nodule 1 of LIDC/IDRI dataset 200 is denoted as case 200-1. 
A list of the cases and nodules used is provided in appendix A of this paper and the segmenta-
tion results of the presented method for all cases are provided online to allow other researchers 
to compare their results directly.

2. Method

The presented segmentation method builds upon the approach by Kuhnigk et al (2006) for 
the segmentation of solid pulmonary lesions. The method by Kuhnigk et al shows good per-
formance for solid nodule segmentation but, as illustrated in figure 1, does not show adequate 
performance for the segmentation of subsolid nodules. The proposed method is able to handle 
subsolid nodules of different densities automatically.

Figure 2 provides a pictorial overview of the method. Input to the segmentation is a stroke 
drawn by the user on the largest diameter of the nodule (illustrated in figure 2(a)). Given the 
input stroke, the segmentation algorithm for subsolid nodules consists of the following steps 
that are further described in more detail: definition of a region of interest (ROI), histogram 
analysis, region growing, removal of the chest wall, and removal of attached vessels.

2.1. Region of interest

A 3D cubic ROI V with an edge length of 1.6 times the stroke length is defined around the 
user-drawn stroke (see figure 2(a)). This region gives information about the intensities inside 
and outside the lesion. In case of severe voxel anisotropy (ratio of largest versus smallest voxel 
edge length >1.5) V is resampled trilinearly to an isotropic resolution of the smallest voxel 
edge length.

2.2. Histogram analysis

An intensity analysis is performed within V to compute optimal thresholds used in a subse-
quent region growing (Moltz et al 2009). The main goal of the analysis is to determine the 
typical lesion intensity L and the typical intensity of the surrounding parenchyma P. For the 

Table 1. Nodule segmentation or measurement approaches that are evaluated 
on LIDC data. s = solid, su = subsolid, ns = not specified.

Author Year number of LIDC nodules nodule type

(Cascio et al 2012) 2012 148 ns
(Diciotti et al 2008) 2008 12 (from first dataset from 2005) s
(Diciotti et al 2010) 2010 129 s/su
(Farag et al 2013) 2013 315 ns
(Keshani et al 2013) 2013 397 ns
(Kubota et al 2011) 2011 23 (first dataset from 2005) +82 s/su
(Pu and Tan 2011) 2011 158 s/su
(Tachibana and Kido 2006) 2006 23 (first dataset from 2005) s/su
(Tan et al 2013) 2013 23 (first dataset from 2005) s/su
(Wang et al 2007) 2007 23 (first dataset from 2005) +73 s/su
(Way et al 2006) 2006 23 (first dataset from 2005) s/su
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calculation of L, a dilation of the stroke with one voxel in each dimension is performed. A 
histogram of the dilated stroke is constructed and smoothed. L is now defined as the intensity 
of the maximum peak of the histogram (see figure 2(b)).

Due to the definition of V, there should be more surrounding parenchyma than nodule vol-
ume within V. For the computation of P, the parenchyma within V is determined as follows: 
(1) the nodule volume is approximated by dilating the stroke with 4 voxels in each direc-
tion, voxels within this region are discarded for computation of P; (2) all remaining voxels 
above −200 HU are also discarded to exclude large vessels and the chest wall. The histogram 
of the remaining voxels is computed and smoothed. P is defined as the intensity at the maxi-
mum peak of the histogram (see figure 2(b)).

Lower and upper thresholds are determined for subsequent region growing. Based on the 
analysis of the two histograms, the lower threshold, Tlower, for the region growing is set to:

 = <−
−

+ +

⎪

⎪
⎧
⎨
⎩

T
, if 600

600, otherwise .

P L P L

lower 2 2 (1)

For part-solid nodules L can reach high values due to the solid part of the nodule. For these 

cases 
+P L

2
 can give values > −600 HU. If Tlower would be set to a value > −600 HU the 

ground glass part of the nodule would be left out in the segmentation. Thus, Tlower is limited 
to values ⩽ −600 HU.

Figure 2. Steps of the segmentation process illustrated on an axial slice of a subsolid 
lung nodule. The 2D slices are for illustration purposes, the process is performed 
completely in 3D. (a) An ROI V around the nodule is defined based on a user-drawn 
stroke in the nodule (yellow line). (b) Histogram analysis of the stroke region and the 
surrounding parenchyma. (c) The initial nodule region N0 is calculated by a threshold-
based region growing. (d) A connected component analysis from the complement of N0 
gives the lung parenchyma region Nc. (e) The complement of Nc is the refined nodule 
region N1. (f) The convex hull of Nc is calculated that includes the lesion but not the 
chest wall. (g) N2 is the nodule region without the chest wall, i.e. the intersection of N1 
and Nc. (h) Removing vessels and other attached structures by morphological operations 
results in the nodule region NFinal.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

L = -418 

P = -796 N0

Nc

N1

Convex 
hull of Nc

N2 NFinal
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Tlower is crucial because it is used to separate the nodule from the surrounding parenchyma. 
The upper threshold, Tupper, for the region growing is used to avoid leakage into the chest wall 
and adjacent vasculature. However, since this cannot be avoided completely with a simple 
threshold, the exact value of the upper threshold used for the region growing is less critical 
than the lower threshold since subsequent steps of the algorithm separate vessels and the chest 
wall from the nodule. Therefore, Tupper is fixed to 200 HU. The parameters were empirically 
estimated on around 100 nodules not containing the data used for evaluation.

2.3. Region growing

A 3D region growing in a 6-connected neighborhood from the center of the stroke with Tupper 
as upper and Tlower as lower threshold provides the initial nodule region N0 (see figure 2(c)). 
Since the chest wall and attached vessels show similar intensities as the solid-part of a sub-
solid nodule, they might be included in the initial nodule region N0.

2.4. Removal of chest wall

If part of the chest wall is included in the segmentation result N0 it is removed by a concat-
enation of steps. First, the surrounding parenchyma of the nodule, Nc, is defined by a con-
nected component analysis of the complement of N0 (see figure 2(d)). A refined nodule region 
(without holes) is defined as N1 = V − Nc, illustrated in figure 2(e). Next, the convex hull of 
Nc is constructed, which contains the nodule but not the chest wall (illustrated in figure 2(f)). 
Finally, the chest wall is removed from N1 by masking N1 with the convex hull of Nc, resulting 
in nodule region N2 (see figure 2(g)).

2.5. Removal of attached vessels

Region N2 can still include vessels that are connected to the nodule. To remove the vasculature 
from the final nodule segmentation, two main assumptions are made: (1) the nodule radius 
is larger than the radius of the attached vasculature, and (2) the vasculature is connected to 
the boundary of V and the nodule is not. Given these assumptions, a morphological opening 
can be applied to detach the vessels from the nodule. However, given the varying sizes of the 
nodules and vasculature, the optimal strength of the opening is not the same for each nodule 
but should be determined for each nodule individually. The strength must be large enough to 
remove large vessels but at the same time should be as small as possible to keep the details of 
the boundary. To remove all connected vessels while preserving the shape of the nodule, the 
strength of the morphological operations is automatically adapted by analyzing the radii of the 
attached vessels as presented in Kuhnigk et al (2006).

Given the assumption that all vessels intersect with the boundary of V but the nodule does 
not, all paths from the center of the nodule region to the boundary of V are considered to 
traverse through vasculature. The erosion to be applied should have a large enough strength to 
detach all these paths from the nodule. The determination of an optimal strength for the ero-
sion and the erosion process itself can be applied in the one step as described in the following. 
A morphological operation can be performed by thresholding on a distance map. Therefore, 
a 3D Euclidean distance transformation from the background is applied to get the distance of 
each mask voxel to the closest background voxel. A local maximum search from the center of 
the stroke offers a good seedpoint since it is probably near the center of the estimated nodule. 
From this seedpoint, iterative region growing on the distance map with successively lower 
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thresholds is performed until the boundary of the VOI is reached. The optimal threshold on the 
distance map (i.e. the strength of the erosion) is the last threshold used in the region growing 
before the structure reached the boundary of V. The resulting region after erosion contains the 
core of the nodule without attached vessels and other thin structures such as small remaining 
parts of the chest wall.

To reconstruct the original nodule size and the details of the boundary of the nodule a 
dilation is performed. A second distance transformation from the eroded nodule is calculated. 
The threshold of the following region-growing is chosen slightly higher (2 mm) than for the 
erosion so that small irregularities of the boundary are reconstructed. Finally, the intersection 
of the resulting mask and N2 is calculated to remove the parenchyma that is included after the 
dilation. The result is the final lesion mask NFinal (see figure 2(h)).

3. Data

The evaluation is performed on publicly available datasets provided by the Lung Image 
Database Consortium (LIDC) and Image Database Resource Initiative (IDRI). The LIDC/
IDRI database contains 1018 thoracic CT scans with corresponding XML-files providing 
information about the lesions (Armato et al 2011). The scans were collected from different 
medical centers and are acquired with various scanners and scanning protocols. Each scan was 
analyzed by four experienced thoracic radiologists (Armato et al 2011). The radiologists are 
from a larger pool of experts and differ between the cases. For all nodules ⩾3 mm the experts 
contoured the boundaries on axial slices and rated the lesions in several categories such as: 
subtlety, internal structure, calcification, sphericity, margin, spiculation, texture, and malig-
nancy (LIDC XML Base Schema 2011). The texture feature provides information whether a 
lesion was rated as a subsolid or solid nodule by the radiologists. The range for this rating is 
[1–5] with the following meaning: 1 = Non-solid/Ground glass opacity, 3 = Part-solid/Mixed, 
and 5 = Solid. The labels 2 and 4 were also used by some observers but were undefined by 
LIDC/IDRI.

To evaluate the presented segmentation method, non-solid and part-solid lesions were con-
sidered, thus lesions with a texture rating of 1 or 3. Table 2 shows how many of the nodules 
were rated as non-solid or part-solid by respectively one, two, three, or four observers. For 
the experiments we decided to consider nodules for which the majority of observers, i.e. at 
least three, agreed that the texture was subsolid. In the following the 19 nodules (taken from 
14 scans) where all four observers agreed that the texture was 1 or 3 are defined as Dataset 1 
and the 40 nodules (taken from 31 scans) where exactly 3 experts agreed on the texture 1 or 3 
are defined as Dataset 2. The slice thickness of these datasets is in the range of 0.625 mm and 
3 mm with a median of 1.25 mm.

Table 2. Number of nodules that are rated as subsolid by one, two, three, or 
four observers.

Number 
of observers

Number of nodules rated as 
subsolid (non-solid or part-solid)

1 406
2 125
3 40
4 19
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4. Experiments

To evaluate the performance of the method three experiments were performed. The pre-
sented method requires users to draw a stroke on the largest diameter of the lesion. Since 
all nodules in the LIDC/IDRI database were manually segmented by each observer, the 
input stroke for a given observer can be simulated by the stroke within the segmentation 
providing the largest diameter on axial slices. By creating strokes from the manual seg-
mentations of the different radiologists, we are simulating how the radiologists would have 
used our method to segment the nodules. These simulated strokes were used in all experi-
ments presented below. In all experiments, the performance of the method was evaluated 
using the Jaccard index, the Hausdorff distance, and the mean distance to the manual 
reference standard. The Jaccard index J gives the volumetric overlap of two binary nodule 
masks A and M:

 = ∩
∪

J
M A

M A
: (2)

The more similar two segmentations are, the closer J is to one.
The Hausdorff distance defines the maximum distance between the surfaces of two masks 

A and M. Let dmin(p, B) ≔ min{d(p, b) ∣ b ∈ B} be the minimum distance of a point p to the 
binary mask B. Then the Hausdorff distance DH(M, A) between two binary nodule masks A 
and M can be defined as:

 = ∈ ∈D M A d m A m M d a M a A( , ): max{max{ ( , ) }, max{ ( , ) }}H min min (4)

Another method to take the distances between the surfaces into account is to calculate the 
average distances. For each surface voxel of both masks A and M the distance of the closest 
voxel of the other mask is estimated and the average of all values is calculated. Thus, the aver-
age distance DA(M, A) is defined as:

 = ∈ + ∈{ { } { }}D M A d m A m M d a M a A( , ):
1

2
sum ( , ) sum ( , )A min min (5)

4.1. Experiment 1

The goal of this experiment was to determine the performance of the semi-automatic method 
compared to radiologists' manual segmentations. For Experiment 1, all nodules for which a 
majority of observers from LIDC/IDRI agreed on subsolidity were used, i.e. Dataset 1 and 2.

Dataset 1 yielded in total in four segmentation masks for each of the 19 nodules. From all 
of these 76 segmentation masks the largest diameter on the axial slices was determined and 
used as input stroke for the segmentation approach. The resulting mask of each stroke was 
compared to the other three reference masks of that lesion. For Dataset 2 there were three 
segmentation masks for each of the 40 lesions since the fourth expert either rated the texture 
as solid nodule or did not rate the texture at all. The largest diameter of the 120 reference 
segmentations were taken as the input strokes for the presented segmentation method and the 
resulting masks were compared to the other two reference masks of the particular lesion.

To avoid a bias in this experiment a segmentation mask was not compared to the mask that 
was used to create the stroke. For comparison the inter-observer agreement of the manual 
reference segmentations was calculated in the same fashion. Note, that the inter-observer 
agreement does not refer to the same individual observers, since the observers differ between 
the cases.

B C Lassen et alPhys. Med. Biol. 60 (2015) 1307
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4.2. Experiment 2

The goal of this experiment was to determine the reproducibility of the semi-automatic seg-
mentation for inputs of different observers, i.e. different input strokes. Therefore, strokes were 
extracted from all given manual segmentation masks from Dataset 1 and 2. The segmentation 
method was applied with these strokes and the results were compared to the other automati-
cally calculated masks of the same lesion. Thus, for Dataset 1 each result mask was compared 
to three other segmentation masks and for Dataset 2 there were two corresponding masks.

4.3. Experiment 3

The goal of this experiment was to determine the performance of the segmentation approach 
for nodules of different sizes. The Fleischner Society published a guideline for the treatment 
of small pulmonary nodules (MacMahon et al 2005). In this publication nodules were clas-
sified into four groups based on their diameter: (1) ⩽4 mm, (2) >4–6 mm, (3) >6–8 mm, and 
(4) >8 mm. Since the treatment recommendation was different for the groups of nodules we 
wanted to consider the performance of the presented method for nodules of different sizes. For  
Experiment 3 we included all nodules rated as subsolid by at least three observers, i.e. Dataset  
1 and 2 combined. From all given reference masks the volume-equivalent diameter  d is cal-

culated with the following formula: 
π

= · ·
d 2

3 volume

4
3 . Since there were more than one refer-

ence segmentations for one nodule, the average diameter for all given reference segmentations 
was calculated for each nodule. Based on the average diameter, each nodule was classified into 
one of the four groups and the evaluation as described in Experiment 1 was performed for each 
group separately.

5. Results

5.1. Experiment 1

The segmentation for one case of Dataset 1 failed completely because the segmentation 
method expects higher HU values inside the lesion compared to the surrounding parenchyma. 

Figure 3. Jaccard results for all nodules of Dataset 1 and 2. For each case the average 
Jaccard similarity for the results of the method of Experiment 1 (red square), inter-
observer agreement of the manual segmentations of Experiment 1 (blue diamond), and 
the inter-observer agreement of the method for different input strokes calculated in 
Experiment 2 (green triangle) are plotted. (a) Dataset 1. (b) Dataset 2.
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The nodule of case 681-1 showed low HU values (see figure 3(f)), however three observers 
rated the texture as 1 (non-solid) and one observer rated 3 (part-solid). Since this nodule did 
not fall in our definition of a subsolid nodule (we would regard it as a cavity) it was excluded 
from further analysis.

For all remaining cases the average Jaccard coefficient, the Hausdorff distance, and the 
average distance of the surfaces were calculated. The overall mean and median of these 
results are presented in table 3. For reference, the inter-observer performance is also pro-
vided in table 3. Figures 3–5 show the Jaccard coefficient, the Hausdorff distance, and the 
average distance for each case average for both the automatic segmentation results and 
the inter-observer agreement of the manual segmentations. In addition, there are screen-
shots of segmentation results from Dataset 1 in figure 6 and screenshots from Dataset 2 
in figure 7.

5.2. Experiment 2

The overall average Jaccard coefficient, the Hausdorff distance, and the average distance for 
the inter-observer agreement of the automatic segmentation method are shown in table 4. In 
addition the average result per case is plotted together with the results of Experiment 1 in 
figure 4–5.

Figure 4. Hausdorff distance results for all cases of Dataset 1 and 2. For each case the 
average Hausdorff distances of the method evaluated in Experiment 1 (red square), 
inter-observer agreement of the manual segmentations of Experiment 1 (blue diamond), 
and the inter-observer agreement of the method with different input strokes tested in 
Experiment 2 (green triangle) are plotted. (a) Dataset 1. (b) Dataset 2.
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Table 3. Results for the method and inter-observer performance in terms of 
Jaccard similarity, Hausdorff distance, and average distance for Experiment 1.

Data

Jaccard Hausdorff dist (mm) Average dist (mm)

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

Dataset 1: method 0.52 ± 0.07 0.51 2.79 ± 1.22 2.46 0.88 ± 0.31 0.79
Dataset 1: inter-obs 0.54 ± 0.05 0.53 2.48 ± 0.81 2.30 0.80 ± 0.24 0.73
Dataset 2: method 0.50 ± 0.14 0.51 3.37 ± 2.47 2.45 1.15 ± 0.93 0.91
Dataset 2: inter-obs 0.58 ± 0.11 0.58 2.82 ± 1.54 2.27 0.82 ± 0.37 0.72

Note: the mean and median are calculated for the case average.
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5.3. Experiment 3

Table 5 and 6 show the Jaccard index and Hausdorff results for the nodules classified into four 
groups based on the diameter. For comparison the inter-observer agreement of the manual 
reference segmentations is also presented.

Figure 5. Average distances for all cases of Dataset 1 and 2. For each case the mean 
average distances of the method evaluated in Experiment 1 (red square), inter-observer 
agreement of the manual segmentations of Experiment 1 (blue diamond), and the inter-
observer agreement of the method with different input strokes tested in Experiment 2 
(green triangle) are plotted. (a) Dataset 1. (b) Dataset 2.
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Figure 6. Segmentation results (bold red contour) and reference segmentations (green, 
yellow, light blue, and dark blue contours) for six cases of Dataset 1. The first row shows 
axial, second row coronal, and third row sagittal views of the corresponding nodules 
(window level c = − 600 HU, w = 1300 HU). (a)–(d) show good segmentation results, (e) 
shows a case with a high inter-observer variance, and (f) shows no segmentation result 
for the presented method caused by the presence of a cavity in the lesion. Therefore, this 
case was left out for analysis.

(a) case 111-4 (b) case 298-6 (c) case 686-18 (d) case 402-9 (e) case 497-1 (f) case 681-1
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Figure 7. Segmentation results (bold red contour) and reference segmentations (green, 
yellow, light blue, and dark blue contours) for six cases of Dataset 2. For each case 
there are three reference segmentations. First row shows axial, second row coronal, 
and third row sagittal views of the corresponding nodules (window level c = − 600 HU, 
w = 1300 HU). (a)–(c) show good segmentation results, (d) shows good segmentation 
results although the nodule is attached to the chest wall, (e) shows a result with 
undersegmentation caused by the inhomogeneous appearance of the lesion, and (f) 
shows poor segmentation results because the attached vessel has been erroneously 
included.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Table 4. Inter-observer variablility for the method (i.e. different input strokes) 
in terms of Jaccard similarity, Hausdorff distance, and average distance for 
Experiment 2.

Jaccard Hausdorff dist (mm) Average dist (mm)

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

Dataset 1 0.74 ± 0.12 0.77 2.35 ± 1.48 1.95 0.44 ± 0.32 0.37
Dataset 2 0.74 ± 0.23 0.79 2.88 ± 3.15 1.84 0.72 ± 1.26 0.34

Note: the mean and median were calculated for the case average.

Table 5. The nodules of Dataset 1 and Dataset 2 were subdivided into 4 groups 
defined by the Fleischner Society (MacMahon et al 2005) based on the average 
diameter of the reference segmentations.

Nodule  
size

No. of 
cases

Result method Inter-observer agreement

Mean ± Std Median Mean ± Std Median

⩽4 mm 0 — ± — — — ± — —
>4–6 mm 19 0.46 ± 0.11 0.47 0.53 ± 0.08 0.52
>6–8 mm 15 0.56 ± 0.10 0.56 0.60 ± 0.07 0.60
>8 mm 24 0.51 ± 0.13 0.50 0.59 ± 0.12 0.58

Note: the mean and median results for the Jaccard coefficient are shown. The inter-observer 
agreement of the manual segmentations is also given. There are no nodules with an volume-
equivalent diameter ⩽4 mm in Dataset 1 and 2.
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6. Discussion

The malignancy of subsolid lung nodules can be determined by analyzing the increment of 
mass which is defined by the product of the tumor volume and density (de Hoop et al 2010). 
However, to determine the mass, a segmentation of the nodule is required. Since manually 
segmenting nodules takes approximately 10 min per nodule (de Hoop et al 2010), this is not 
feasible in clinical practice or a screening setting. Therefore, in clinical practice only diameter 
measurements are commonly used, as in RECIST Eisenhauer et al (2009), which are less 
reliable than 3D measurement. So far, computer software for 3D segmentation of subsolid 
nodules was not available. However, the presented method allows volumetric segmentation 
of non-solid and part-solid lung nodules with a computation time of less than one second. 
Besides, the usage of the presented method is similar to the measurement of the largest diam-
eter because the observer is requested to draw a stroke on the largest diameter of the nodule. 
Thus, radiologist who are familiarized with the RECIST measurement do not have to adjust 
themselves. The presented method accepts strokes in all orientations. Thus, observers can also 
draw strokes in sagittal or coronal view. That might be especially beneficial for tumors with a 
large extent in z-direction.

This study focuses solely on the segmentation of subsolid nodules, since for solid nodules 
several well performing methods are available (e.g. Kostis et al 2003, Kuhnigk et al 2006, 
Dehmeshki et al 2008, Moltz et al 2009). Some studies toward automated segmentation of 
subsolid Nodules have been reported (e.g. Zhang et al 2005, Tachibana and Kido 2006, Tao 
et al 2009, Kubota et al 2011, Zhu et al 2012) but, as indicated in the Introduction section, 
validation of the results and direct comparison between methods is not available. Therefore, 
in this study we evaluated the proposed method on all nodules from the publicly available 
LIDC/IDRI database for which a majority of radiologists agreed the lesion was subsolid. We 
provide an exact list of the cases and nodule IDs used in this paper in appendix A. In addi-
tion, to allow other researchers to replicate our results and compare their own methodology 
directly on exactly the same data, we also provide the segmentation results as obtained by the 
method and the reference standard of the used nodules as volumetric images online at (http://
subsolidnodules.grand-challenge.org).

Three experiments were performed to assess 1) the performance of the proposed method 
compared to manual segmentations by human observers, 2) the inter-observer variability 
using the method compared to completely manual segmentations, and 3) the performance 
for clinically meaningful subsets of nodules. The results of Experiment 1 showed that the 
results obtained using the method were not substantially different from the results obtained 

Table 6. The nodules of Dataset 1 and Dataset 2 were subdivided into 4 groups 
defined by the Fleischner Society (MacMahon et al 2005) based on the average 
diameter of the reference segmentations.

Nodule size
No. of 
cases

Result method (mm) Inter-obs agreement (mm)

Mean ± Std Median Mean ± Std Median

⩽4 mm 0 — ± — — — ± — —
>4–6 mm 19 1.91 ± 0.32 1.89 1.78 ± 0.38 1.61
>6–8 mm 15 2.22 ± 0.63 2.11 2.09 ± 0.51 2.05
>8 mm 24 4.80 ± 2.58 4.30 3.84 ± 1.42 3.33

Note: the mean and median results of the Hausdorff distance are shown. The inter-observer 
agreement of the manual segmentations is also given. There are no nodules with an volume-
equivalent diameter ⩽4 mm in Dataset 1 and 2.
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by radiologists completely manual outlining. We performed a Wilcoxon signed-rank test to 
analyze the statistical significance of the difference between the presented method and the 
inter-observer agreement. For dataset 1 the p-value was 0.002/0.101 (Jaccard/Hausdorff) and 
for dataset 2 the p-value was 0.492/0.061 (Jaccard/Hausdorff).

For two cases the method showed substantially different results from the manual segmenta-
tions. Screenshots of these two cases are shown in figures 7(e) and (f). For the first case, the 
segmentation error is caused by the presence of air inside the nodule, where the presented 
method assumes the density in the nodule is higher than the surrounding parenchyma. In the 
other case, a neighboring vessel is accidentally regarded as the nodule.

Since the first experiment showed that the results of the method are comparable to manual 
segmentations by several observers, it is interesting to compare the inter-observer variability 
using the method versus manually segmenting. Experiment 2 showed that the inter-observer 
variability using the method was substantially lower than when manually segmenting the 
nodules (see figures  3–5). Thus, different observers obtained similar segmentation results 
although they do not define the same diameter of the nodule. Next to reduced computation 
time, improved inter-observer agreement is a second potential advantage of the presented 
method compared to manual segmentations

Experiment 3 showed that the presented method is efficient for nodules of different vol-
umes (see tables 5 and 6), which is clinically relevant since nodules of different volumes 
require different follow-up/treatment regimes (MacMahon et al 2005). Recently, a comple-
ment to the Fleischner Society recommendations for the management of subsolid nodules 
was published by Naidich et al (2013). In that work subsolid nodules are subdivided into six 
groups: solitary pure GGNs (⩽5 mm and >5 mm), solitary part-solid nodules, and multiple 
subsolid nodules (pure GGNs ⩽5 mm, pure GGNs >5 mm, and dominant nodule with part-
solid or solid component). Since the focus is on the differentiation between pure GGNs and 
part-solid nodules, the authors recommend CT scans with a slice thickness of 1 mm. The 
new guidelines focus mainly on the distinction between part-solid and non-solid nodules, 
which is not the focus of this paper and the observers of LIDC disagreed for many nodules 
on this distinction. However, the segmentation of the subsolid nodules, whether part-solid 
or non-solid, remains necessary in the new guidelines. Interesting future work would be to 
separate the ground glass component and solid core in part-solid nodules after segmentation 
for further analysis.

The results showed an overall slightly higher inter-observer agreement for the manual 
segmentations compared to the results of the proposed method. As can be observed in fig-
ures 3–5, this is mainly caused by several outliers (some illustrated in figure 7) where the 
method did not perform well with the given stroke due to the heterogeneity of the nodule. Of 
course in a clinical setting, the method would be used interactively, so if the user would not be 
satisfied with the result, another input stroke will be provided since the method takes less than 
one second to produce a new segmentation. In the worst case, where the method is not able to 

Table 7. Quality of the removal of attached vasculature.

Dataset 1 Dataset 2

Number of nodule segmentations 72 120
Number of nodules attached to vessels 72 105
Successfully removed 60 86
Partly removed 11 14
Not removed 1 5

Note: visual quantification by an expert for all cases of Dataset 1 and Dataset 2.
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produce satisfactory results due to the type of lesion, e.g. the one illustrated in figure 6(f), the 
user would manually edit the segmentation. Due to the large heterogeneity in appearance of 
subsolid nodules, it is likely that not a single method will be able to provide satisfactory seg-
mentations for all nodules, but the proposed method offers a solution for a large set of subsolid 
nodules collected from many different institutes and subjects.

For the experiments, all nodules rated with texture 1 for non-solid, or texture 3 for part-
solid by a majority of observers in LIDC/IDRI were used. We noticed that some observers 
also indicated texture type 2, even though it was not defined. After consulting the principle 
investigators of LIDC/IDRI it turned out that some observers might also have used label 2 
for subsolid nodules although label 2 was declared as no rating. For that reason we repeated 
Experiment 1 with modified datasets. Dataset 1 was extended to all nodules that were labeled 
as 1, 2, or 3 by four observers and Dataset 2 was extended to nodules that were classified 
with these labels by three observers. In total, 24 additional nodules were added. The results 
were comparable to the results reported in Experiment 1. The Jaccard coefficients between 
the method and the manual segmentations for both datasets were 0.51 and the Jaccard coeffi-
cient for the inter-observer agreement was 0.57/0.58 (Dataset 1/Dataset 2). The inter-observer 
agreement of the method using different input strokes as performed in Experiment 2 gave a 
Jaccard index of 0.75/0.76 (Dataset 1/Dataset 2).

The manually provided stroke could offer a lot more information than just the definition of 
the VOI, intensities around the stroke, and a seedpoint for the region growing. Since the stroke 
should be set on the largest diameter of the nodule, the boundary of the nodule should touch 
the endpoints of the stroke. Furthermore, the diameter of the nodule on any slice could not 
exceed the length of the stroke. But since setting a stroke optimally on a nodule is a difficult 
task for observers, the method should be able to handle strokes that are only approximately on 
the largest diameter and might be a little bit longer or shorter. In the current implementation of 
the method, no further information is used from the input stroke. Given the observed failures 
in two cases, where the user defined stroke is largely outside the segmentation produced by the 
method, it might be beneficial for future work to extend the method to at least require a certain 
percentage of the stroke to be in the final nodule segmentation.

Through careful inspection of the results, we identified another limitation of the method: 
adjacent vasculature is sometimes still included in the segmentation of the nodule. A visual 
inspection of the segmentation results by an expert showed that from the 72/120 (Dataset  
1/Dataset 2) segmentation masks 72/105 (Dataset 1/Dataset 2) were attached to vasculature. 
The expert rated the quality of the removal of the vessels as can be found in table 7. Besides, it 
is not guaranteed that the quality of a vasculature removal is constant in follow-ups. Therefore, 
it is important for the observer to check the segmentation result.

Next to restricting the method more based on the input stroke, analyzing vesselness locally 
might help overcome this. In addition, subsolid nodules are not invasive and therefore vessels 
sometimes run through a subsolid nodule. These are currently included in the segmentation 
since they have approximately the same density as the solid cores of subsolid nodules. This 
may not pose too much of a problem as long as the same vessel is included in all scans of the 
same nodule, but a local analysis of vesselness and connectedness might allow removing of 
these vessels as well.

7. Conclusion

In conclusion, this paper presented a semi-automatic method for the segmentation of subsolid 
nodules that requires less than 1 s computation time, performs comparable well as manual 
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segmentations by expert radiologists for all nodule sizes, and decreases inter-observer vari-
ability. In addition, the evaluation was performed on publicly available data and all results 
obtained in this paper were also made publicly available to allow replication and direct com-
parison by other researchers.
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Appendix A

This appendix provides a list of all nodules used for evaluation in this study.
Dataset 1: 45-4, 111-4, 298-1, 298-3, 298-6, 305-1, 386-3, 392-1, 402-9, 429-3, 476-4, 497-1, 
681-1, 686-8, 686-15, 686-18, 686-20, 777-8, 936-2.
Dataset 2: 76-1, 88-1, 120-1, 128-2, 179-5, 179-6, 179-8, 179-11, 223-1, 288-2, 298-7, 305-3, 
311-2, 380-1, 394-1, 394-5, 402-6, 402-7, 402-8, 406-2, 439-1, 466-3, 539-1, 636-1, 686-3, 
686-17, 686-21, 730-1, 752-2, 777-2, 805-1, 805-2, 850-3, 908-1, 910-1, 936-1, 938-1, 940-1, 
956-1, 994-4.
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